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The two periodicals by Vaccari 
30 and 15 years with LARGE GOLD medal 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
2018 ends very well: in addition to having celebrated the 30th anniversary of the publication of “Vaccari Magazine” 
and the 15th of “Vaccari news”, in the international competition of philatelic literature “Italia 2018”, held in 
Verona on November 23rd, both periodicals got the large gold medal! 
 
FROM THE EDITORIAL OF “VACCARI MAGAZINE” NO.60 
Here we are at number 60! 30 years of publication are so many for such a specialized magazine that has managed 
to maintain such a high level for so long. But passion has guided all of us, authors, collaborators and even readers, 
and has led us to results unexpected when we started this editorial adventure. To celebrate together, at Veronafil a 
devoted postcard with a special cancellation as a gift. 
Almost two thousand articles are written: numerous detailed and in-depth analyses of more general interest or 
specific aspects, but always developed in a simple and clear manner with illustrative images; countless new 
discoveries published, the first known dates of some issues; some articles have radically changed the old existing 
theories. 
Among the 184 authors, one (signed excluded) has been writing since 1989 and has not mistaken a number! I refer 
to Emilio Simonazzi who has been with us since the debut. Mario Mentaschi did not take part in the first magazine 
but then he wrote more contributions on the other 59. Those who have written on the highest number of issues, with 
one or more interventions, are Lorenzo Carra, Giovanni Fulcheris, Luigi Sirotti, Giovanni Micheli, Francesco 
Lombardo, Edoardo Ohnmeiss, Fabio Bonacina, Carlo Giovanardi, Giuseppe Pallini. 
Many have collaborated on several issues and continue to do so, others have started more recently, and in every 
magazine we try to give space also to new authors. In any case, it is always a pleasure to see how there continues to 
be a willingness to share one’s interests. 
 
FROM “VACCARI NEWS” 
The fifteenth of the daily newspaper has seen numerous innovations and many important awards, including official 
ones, and the celebrations have continued throughout the year. 
From 8 March 2003 “Vaccari news” is the first online newspaper for Post, philately and collecting, and the 
publication of news on stamps and postal history, the news of the sector, the appointments, a 360 degree 
information continues and in real time, all completely free. There are many sections developed over time; the latest 
arrival, for the birthday in 2018, is “Note classiche” focusing on particular pieces of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. 
To celebrate together, a postcard dedicated to 15 years has been prepared. The illustration (oil on panel 14x14 cm) 
was specially created by the artist Marco Ventura, who, together with the director in charge Fabio Bonacina, signed 
the postcards, franked with the stamp “Italia ‘98” of the Communication Day and with special cancellation of 
November 23, 2018 at Veronafil. 
Still in Verona, “Vaccari news” received the large gold medal on the occasion of the international philatelic 
literature competition “Italia 2018” included in the Verona event. It is certainly a satisfaction to be followed by 
many readers (more than 8,000 are unique visitors each month) and to be appreciated also by a jury of experts. 
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ANNIVERSARY POSTCARDS 
 

30 YEARS “VACCARI MAGAZINE” 
 

15 YEARS “VACCARI NEWS” 
 

 
Postcard devoted to the 30 years of publication of the six-

monthly “Vaccari Magazine” on philately and postal history, 
since 1989 the magazine to collect. 

Postage stamp “celebration of the first stamps of the Duchy 
of Modena”, 2002. 

Special cancellation of November 23, 2018 at Veronafil. 
 

The postcard 
www.vaccari.it/code/en/2726E 

 
Postcard devoted to the 15 years of publication of “Vaccari 

News”, since 2003 the daily web-magazine about Post, 
philately and collecting. Postage stamp “Italia ‘98” 

Communication Day. Special cancellation of November 23, 
2018 at Veronafil. The illustration (oil on panel 14x14 cm) 
has been specifically created by the artist Marco Ventura. 

 
The postcard 

www.vaccari.it/code/en/2728E 
 
 
 

VERONAFIL 23 NOVEMBER 2018 
 

 
 

For “Vaccari Magazine”, Paolo Vaccari 
receives the large gold medal. 

 

For “Vaccari news”, Marco Ventura signs the postcard realized by him; 
Valeria Vaccari and Fabio Bonacina receive the large gold medal. 

 


